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Hypokeimenon 
Symbebekòs 
 
Substantia 
Accidens 
 
Aristotéles, 
Metaphysics 
IV century BC 



Hamiltonian (conservative) dynamical systems: 
Action-Angle variables (e.g. solitons) 
 
Thermodynamics and dimensional reduction 
 
Spectral decompositions:  
Fourier, normal modes, EOF, wavelets 
 
Dissipative systems: low-dimensional chaos 
 
Slow manifold: a small number of slow variables – the fast 
variables are slaved 
 
Example: A low-dimensional description of coherent 
structures (eg vortices in rotating fluids, plumes in 
convection) 
 
 

 



What	  is	  an	  ecosystem?	  



Bio$c	  components:	  the	  trophic	  web	  



Biodiversity	  is	  at	  the	  core	  of	  the	  bio2c	  
components	  of	  ecosystems	  	  



from	  D.	  deB.	  Richter	  and	  S.	  A.	  Billings,	  	  
New	  Phytologist,	  2015	  	  	  

Ecosystems	  are	  complex	  adap$ve	  systems	  



Biogeodynamical	  processes:	  	  
the	  Earth’s	  Cri$cal	  Zone	  



Macrosystems	  Ecology	  
and	  cross-‐scale	  interac$ons	  

Soranno	  et	  al.	  Fron2ers	  Ecol.	  Env.	  2014	  	  	  



Cross-‐scale	  interac$on	  and	  scale	  mismatch	  

Rietkerk	  et	  al.	  Ecological	  Complexity	  2011	  	  	  



Cross-‐scale	  interac$on	  and	  scale	  mismatch	  

Rietkerk	  et	  al.	  Ecological	  Complexity	  2011	  	  	  



Fluxes	  inside	  and	  outside	  ecosystems	  

C,	  P,	  N,	  H2O,	  …	  

Fe,	  B,	  …	  

water	  fluxes	  

The	  example	  of	  rainfall:	  
external	  driver	  or	  Essen$al	  
Variable	  of	  ecosystems?	  



Oopss…	  uncertain$es?	  

water	  	  
fluxes	  
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Ecosystem	  engineers,	  niche	  construc$on,	  
complex	  adap$ve	  landscapes	  and	  	  
global	  biogeochemical	  cycles	  



Ecosystem	  services	  	  
and	  their	  change	  



}  Is your community developing a set of area-
specific EVs?  

Right now, EVs for Ecosystems (EVEs) are based on 
other Evs (ECVs, EOVs, EBVs, …). Maybe we need to 
develop/use specific EVEs for some of the issues 
mentioned before, including information from 
other areas. But better to fish for EVs from 
everywhere! 

 
}  If not, is the community planning to start this in 

the near future? 
In the H2020 ECOPOTENTIAL project we plan to 
work on specific EVEs by using and/or extending 
the existing ones. 

 



ECOPOTENTIAL:	  Improving	  future	  ecosystem	  
benefits	  through	  Earth	  Observa$ons	  



ECOPOTENTIAL:	  Ecosystem	  Services	  



ECOPOTENTIAL:	  Essen$al	  Variables	  



}  What criteria, methodology, and process are 
used to identify Evs? 

 
EO data driven approaches will be followed (we 
define what can be measured), together with 
model-driven requirements – in particular, 
requirements coming from the upscaling-
downscaling needs 

ECV 

EBV 

EOV 

EVEs 



}  Are the EVs linked to applications and users? 
}  Who the users are? 
Define goals first. 
Create an Ecosystem Community of Practice, composed 
by nature conservation officers, park personnel, 
environmental managers, etc. Define specific questions 
– probably different for each ecosystem type 
(essentiality?) 
 
}  Are the EVs linked to an international body (i.e. a UN 

convention or similar) and is this body involved in 
accepting the EVs? 

In ECOPOTENTIAL we have UNEP and UNESCO, could be 
a starting point…  

 



}  Are the current operational networks operated by 
your community measuring the  Evs? 

 
Are they? To my knowledge, most ecosystem 
observations are not linked with each other and 
some do not know about EVs… Even important 
experiences such as LTER have been only partially 
successful till now. This is why other strategies 
(e.g. NEON, ECZ observatories) have been followed 
elsewhere. 
 
Concerns on “consensus science”… 
 



}  Overlapping with EVs in other domains (SBA) 
EVEs build upon most of other EVs, they are not 
separate and do not need one more essential 
essentiality. 
 
Question: Is the proliferation of EVs making them 
not that essential? Can we define “Essential 
Variables” for a complex system at all? What is 
essential and what is detail? (Subtantia et accidens) 
 
}  Future work: ECOPOTENTIAL+ConnectinGEO 



Thank	  you	  for	  your	  aYen2on	  


